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DCommente on the current SG impeachment and recall. See Forum, page ,
6

OYCF professor glad 1984 won't be
like "1984." See A.t.N., page 13
OB-Ball Knights still looking for their
first win. See Sportsweek, page 17.
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S•nate votes on Geary
by Roger Simmons
Managing editor

.

UCF's student senate met yester·
day to consider whether student
boqy President Mark Geary
should be removed from .office for
making several hundred dollars
worth of personal long distance
phone calls from his student
government office phone.
In order to convict Geary, twothirds· of the senators present at
the meeting would have had to
vote for removal of the president,
a move which is not likely.
The senate meeting was held
after the Future's press deadline.
However, complete coverage of
the i~peachment trial will be

given· in a special edition of the
Future on r'-'esday.
As stated by SG statutes, the
meeting should have opened
with student ·body Vice President
Stan Halber:t calling the meeting
to order. Then Legislative, Judicial
and Rules Committee Chairman
Ti m Albrecht would present
the charges against Geary and
call witnesses to support his case.
Lay Adv~ser A.L. Ferguson, who is
~epresenting the presideAt, would
then be giv~n a chance to defend Geary and call witnesses.
Then the LJR committee, comprised of Albrecht, Senate Pro
Tempore Cindy Spraker, Sen. Andrea .Darner and Sen. Monty Knox
would meet in caucus and
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decide if the charges warranted · mittee for them to subpoena on
the continuation of the meeting. A
Tuesday. They include all senators
majority of the committee would
currently serving in the 16th. stuhave to vote to continue the
dent senate; any person who has
meeting; a tie vote would stop the
served in the 16th student senate;
meeting a~d the charges would · former student body President Lee
be dropped. _
·
Constantine; former student ·body
If the meeting continues, then
Vice 'President Matt Weber; Stock-'the senate would debate the issue
ing; Freddie Kittinger, director of
and finally vote on whether to imthe Florida Student Asso9iation, a
peach the president.
lobbying group; and Celeste
Witnesses which the prosecution
Bergman, chairman of the state
had planned to subpoena incouncil of · stuoent body
elude Geary, former Sen. Rob Rotpresidents.
ter, the se':late Organization, ApGoing into the meeting, both
propriation and -Finance com111itsides indicated fhat iwo-thiros of
tee members ·and SG Attorney
the. senate would not vote for
General Richard Stocking.
.
Geary's removal. However, it was
Ferguson submitted a Hst of
probable that a majority of· the
possible witnesses to the LJR comsenate would vote for removal.

43 classes cancel_
e d;
loss of state funds cited
by Rick Brunson

Dynamics of Machinery, was cording to Rollins.
canceled in the College of
Dr. John Bolte, vice presiEngineering. ·
dent of Academic Affairs,
Forty-three courses were
The courses were canceled said course cancellations are
canceled
during pre- because the university .over- normal and that the universiregistration fo·r spring . scheduled its course offerings ty is off~ring more courses semester lasst week because to accommodate what of- than ever before.
of lack of funding. All but one ~cials thought would be a
''The question is not how
of those courses were in the higher enrollment for the· manycour·ses are being cancelCollege of Arts and Sciences, 1983-84 school year, Rollins ed, it is how many courses are
according·to Dr. Jack Rollins, said.
being offered,'' Bolte said.
associate dean of the college.
"We set up what 'We. "It's not an issue."
About half of the canceled thought was a very optimistic
Bolte concurr'ed with
courses we'fe sections of schedule,'' Rollins said.
· · Rollins that the number. of
English . and speech courses,
When the fall enrollment · course offerings in the printed
specifically ENC 1101 and figures did not meet the pro- schedules was inflated. Bolte
1102, Composition 1- and £, jected enrollment . quota set said it is a wiser practice for
and SPC 1014, Fundamentals ~y the legislatur~ the Board the administration to offer a
of Oral Cominunication. No of Regents required the ·high number of classes and
cancellations occwred in the university to return about then trim them back than it is
Colleges of Health, Education $300,000 of its funding. This to offer a lean course schedule
and Business administration. reduction in funding .caused
One course, . EML 4272, the course cancellations, ac- Classes, page 4
Future news

Certificate of need requlreo

Research park may·
add a·_ hOspital
American Medical International announced Mond~y
plans for the construction of a
privately financed, full service hospital on land adjacent
to the university's Central
Florida Research Park.
Application for the $32
million UDiversity Community Hospital has been made to
the Florida Department of
Health · and Rehabilitative
Services and it calls for a
175-bed, three-story facility..
The proposal requires a certificate of need from the state
before the project can begin. ·
· Robert· L. Bohlman, senior
vice president and director of
AMI's Eastern U.S. office in
Atlanta, said the project is a
collaborative effort of the
local government, business,
· civic and health care leaders.

Orange County Commission Chairman Lou Treadway
said the proposed hospital,
with its .emphasis on state-ofthe-art technology, fits .
perfectly with the community's long-range development
plans.
"Growth in that area adjacent to the University of Central Florida and the Central
The University Community .Hospi~al is ten~atively ·slated for UCF'~ research park.photo/AM.I.
Florida Research Park, along
with the advent of
Orange County area. They all
Westinghouse's Wo,-ld Steam would be a welcome addition to students-in his college.
are competing for the cerTurbine headquarters and the to the park, which he said is
He
said
that
the
location
tificate of need from.the sta~.
new Martin Marietta offices "emerging as an important
would
offer
"an
opportunity
set for com pletion in March regional hub · for industry,
Elder said the possibility of
1984, demonstrate the need commerce. education and for students to-receive part of
now, hopefully, health c~e." their clinical education the development of any
for ~ hospital," Treadway
said.:
·
UCF College of Health there." Elder also said that, hospital in or near the
Dean, Dr. Owen Elder Jr., along with University Com- . research park would probably
Dr. Ralph Gunter, ex- said the possibility of a munity Hospital, there are · offer the school "a meanecutive director of the hospital in the research park two other hospitals which ingful research relationship
research park said a hos'p ital would offer great advaritages ·would like to locate in the east with the hospital.,,
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A look at people, places and events

Fridax~ · Briefing.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~F-~_m_&_n_~_~_h_~_9_,1~9~

News beat
Library announces special hours
The library will be closed Dec. 17 - 18, Dec. 24 - 26, and Dec.
31 - Jan. 2 because of the break between fall and spring
s~mesters. Normal operating hours will resume on Thursday,
Jan. 5.

Three Mile Fun Run is slated
A Three Mile Fun Run and Christmas Blowout Party will be
held at the Omega 40 Club in Ormond Beach Dec. 17 at 4:30
p.m. The cost for registration is $5 before Dec. 15 or $7 after.
Race director, John Boyle, can be reached at (904) 736-0002 for
information. The proceeds will benefit Christmas Seals.

Herbs and their ·uses to be discussed
Nationally known Hergalist, Jim Salvadori, will present a
free herb lecture Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m. The lecture, which will
focus on herbs and herbal combinations and their usefulness,
will be held at .the Universal Center in Fern Park.

Heart institute to sponsor lecture
A lecture sponsored by the. Florida Heart Institute erititied
''Management of pump failure in acute myocardial infarction''
will be held Dec. 14 at 7 p.m. at the Loch Haven Art Center
Auditorium in Orlando. Dr. Rolf M. Gunnar, a consultant in
the ~ield of cardology, will be the speaker. The UCF College of
Health is a co-sponsor for the lecture.

UCF's student government kicked off its drive to obtain toys for the United States Marine
Corps' "Toys for Tots" program Dec. 6. SG donated $50 worth of toys to start. the drive.
Challenges have been made to fill up the offices of SG Accountant Ash Myers and Attorney
General Richard Sto<;king with toys. ~hown above ,are Stocking, the representatives of the
Marines, Senate Pro Tempore Cindy Spraker, Sen. Stuart James, stude.n t body Vice President
Stan Halbert and Myers. Toys should be brought to SG offices in Student Center.

Campus close-up ·

Support for C~ohn's disease starts
A support group for members of the community suffering
from Crohn's ·Disease, .or ulcerative colitis, will be started at
Sex frowned upon~Se_xual
Florida HO'spital on Dec. 12 at 7:30 p.m. The organization is
relationships·
between faculty
available to patients, and their family and friends. Information
and
students
jumped
into the
is available .from Kevin McClanahan at 897-1929.
· spotlight at Louisiana State
University wlten the administration reassigned a
-Communicating Prese~tation set
homosexual instructor to a
research position to diminish
her
contact
with
The Jewish Community Center will hold a presentation and
discussion on "Living ~d communicating more effectively as ·und~rgraduate~. lnvolv_ed
a single parent." The presentation will be held at the JCC in ·, partie~ charge LSU with
Maitland on Dec. 14 at 7 p.m. The gu1?st speaker will be Bill ha~~ssmg them because of
Adrian, a clinical psychologist. For more information, contact their. sexual pref~r.ence. A
·
feder~l court de~1s1on supRobin Kohn-Croy at 645-5933.
ported LSU's claim that the
action betrayed the best standards of professional conduct.

Future news editor position open

The Future is accepting applications for the paid position of
news editor. Applicants should have experience in news reporting, editing, and layout. Interested students should contact
Roger Simmons at 275-2601, or stop by the Future news office
on Libra Drive.

Friday's-briefing deadlines stated
Contributions for ·News beat and People in the News should
be typed, double-spaced on a 60-space line and .submitted one
week before their publication. Releases should be sent to
Future news, c/o Cindi Milam, University of Central Florida,
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL, 32816'.
.

·People in the news

Class applies to reaL Georgetown University was
life-Public policy courses get upheld by a District of Columput into practice immediately bia judge, on the grounds that
at the University of Utah First Amendment rights to
through one of its students religious freedom outweigh a
who also serves as the mayor local law protecting homosexof North Salt Lake. Robert ual rights. Georgetown, a
Palmquist wrote his thesis on Roman Catholic school,
water supply problems in argued that recognizing ·the
sm~ll cities and helped reform · two groups could be interNorth Salt Lake's water sup- preted as an end,orsement of
ply at the same time. Palm- the gay movement. The two
quist has a bachelor's two student groups plan to apmaster' s degrees and is work- peal.
ing on a doctorate in public .;....-----------.
administration. His dissertation is the taxing policies of
small Utah cities.

•••

Heading north-Canadian
students at Harvard are
among the first groups to .run
afoul of the Reagan administration's tough new im• • •
migration policies. Numerous
Are you crazy?!-A student regulation and form changes
protest at the University of make it difficult for Cana. Minnesota has a . new twist: dians to return home easily in
Kris Waskosky says her math case of emergencies. At Har·
grade is too high. She stopped ·vard, the changes greatly
going to Professor Steven reduced the number of perGaal' s math class after three sons authorized te sign the
weeks because his classroom necessary papers, forcing
behavior and grading pro- students to give notice a week
cedures were erratic. When in advance in order to leave
she still received an "A," she the country. Students also
protested the grade. Gaal ad- have to prove their education
mi ts he made· a mistake, but will be paid for by providing
will not change the "A." It - more personal financial inforwill remfiln unless Waskosky mation than before.
.• • e
goes to court to have it
removed.
Gay groups banned-A ban
• • •
on gay student groups at

Ban the bumps?-Universi·
ty of South Florida officials
are discussing whether or not
to remove speed bumps or install new ones. The Traffic
and Parldng Committee
decided to hear the case after
conflicting plans were introduced by the university.
(From USF Oracle)

•••

Gators and 'Nole fight
again-A University of
Florida student suffered a
broken neck while wrestling
with a Florida State University student. Both students
told police that they were not
trying to injure the other.
Neither student was charged
in the incident. (From Independent Florida Alligator.)

Induction . for UCF's Ja~es Conrad, Sharon Kurt Koevenig, Robert Staton-honorary, Joanne been named Senators of the chapter of Beta Gamma Cz_arnecki, Dirk DeRoo, Kupfer, Mary Larsen, Linda Stwart, David Tucker, Elaine Month. These senators, who
Sigma, a National Honor Joanne Dempster, Sally Ellis, Lint, Virginia Lettlefield, Whitehead, Janet Williams, include Stuart James, Susan
Society for business ad- Gregory Ergle, Cheryl Ford, Micheal Mackey, Lawrence James Xander-faculty, and Arline, Mary McArthur and
ministration students, was Shirley Fox, Lyndon Maingot, Mary Marotta, Joel Young.
C~dy Spraker, are being
held Dec. 2. The new members Gallimore, Georgina Gerlich- Dianna Mayer, Harold McAnhonored for their - work and
are: Adebayo Muyiwa Adede- Trotta, Patricia Qonano, ney, Delma McDaniels, Roger
dedication toward the producji, Kathy Alman, Mark Bar· Jerry Gosness, Kenneth Morgan, Nancy Nutter, Mit·
tion of the Syllabus booklet.
nhart, George Bernard, Gosnell, Susan Graves, Paula chell Pescara, Mary Pickard,
Student senators serY°ing
CariS(ia Barbo,· Jay· Breeze, Gross, ·Cheryl Harriman, Tamara Plotnikoff, Mark on the student government
John Caserta, Elizabeth Debra Heiring, Helen HilL Potter, Heidi Reichle, Syllabus Committee, chaired Compiled by Cindi. Milam.
Casey,-··Ann ··-C~~-~~;Heeks,-Robert-Kodzisr - .M.a1:ij.yn__ _smith., __ JJe~ ---qy -St11}~Afa!l!'~J).M~~! ~~~ ------------- --------

•••

~~-;---~---~--
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Halbert charged with more calls, Geary pays his ·p hone bill
Halbert said that at the
time he addressed the senate
Managing editor
about his two calls he did not
Student body- Vi'ce Presi- know what personal calls of
dent Stan Halbert announced his were on the October phone
Tuesday that he misused the list. He did not get to see the
university's long distance list until Dec. ·2. Halbert and
phone service suncom more _ SG Accountant Ashton
. than he first indicated.
Myers determined what calls
Halbert told the student in Oct. were .aJersonal and
senate Nov. 17 that his use of Halbert paid $40 toward the
suncom, was limited to call- bill on Tuesday.
. ing his home twice for family
•
health reasons. The cost of
Student body President
the two calls was estimated Mark Geary paid another
$208.20 toward his personaI
by Halbert to be about $15.
Copies of Student Govern- phone call bill Nov. 21. He
ment phone r:ecords obtained had already paid $283.64 on
by the Future indicate that Nov.)4. The additional pay- Halbert had made $86.94 ment inakes a total of.$491.84
worth of personal calls.
paid by Geary.
by Roger Simmons

• ••

Mar~

Geary
· ... overpaid bill

Geary's cost breakdown of
pers~nal phone calls by
month show July, $3.92;
August, $17.64; September
$144.20; October, $209.20
and November, $94.70 for a
total of $469.66.
Geary overpaid his . bill by
$22.18.

•••

In an interview with Future
senate reporter Cindi Milam,
Myers stated that comments
made by A.L. Ferguson,
(Future, Dec. 2) that he
(Myers) had given Geary permission · to
use
the
university's long distance
phone. service for personal use Stan

Hal~ert

...$87 in calls

Journal, page_5

Bu i Id i ng
to be closed off for construe.. Laser firm to begin construction
· tion holds from 400 to 600
or· cooling requirements, technology industries. "We
A.
wi II ·ch. a- ng e rung
c~s. He added that h~ is plan- by
which makes them more ver- feel that this will look good to
on the east lot bemg pavsatile.
potential customers,'' he said.
ed by the time the CEBA
p ark .In Q lot building
Although the comp.a ny is
In addition, since the comLaser technology is what
is built, about 1Y2
Vicki

White

Future news

A _fence to be· erected
around the construction site
for the Center for Engineering and Business Administration will . cause changes in
parking on the east side of
campus beginning finals
week, according to Robert
Webb, director of facilities
planning.
The construction site for
the proposed building
presently is a temporary
parking lot among the trees
northeast of the University
Theater and northwest of the
portable ROTC classroom·
buildings. Students who have
been parking their cars there
. will have to park in the new
parking lot on the far east
side of the campus beginning
Sunday; Webb said. A dirt
road leading through the site
will be blocked off then, _webb
said. The construction fence
· will be built shortly after
. Wednesday he added.
"We conetructed the new
east parking lot to relieve the
pressure from tl~.e area to be
· closed off," the director said.
The ·e ast lot holds about 590
cars and will be lighted about
the third week in . January.
Webb estimated that the area

years from now. Webb is not
sure where money for paving
the lot wiU come from yet.
Directions to the new east
parking lot are as follows:
Take Aquarius Drive east,
take a left at a fork -in the
road, foll~w the road as it
makes- a wide half circle and
head east at the end of the
Parking; page 4

Laser Photonics Inc. will be relatively youhg.i. being foundbringing to the Central ed in 1980, its rapid growth
Florida Research Park when led to its looking for a new ·
it breaks ground for its new locatipn. According to comfacility in the park this week. pany vice president Doug
Laser Photonics is a rapidly Zander, who is in charge of
growing local firm that · the new facility, the reason
specializes in sm~, solid- his company chose to locate
state lasers for many dif- . in the research park "is that it
ferent uses. These smaller feels it will be a prestigious
lasers have no special -power location, attracting highPROFESSIONAL
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and then add to it. It is wiser,
he said, because it raises the
students' hopes that they will
probably get the courses they
will need. ·
Bolte also said that
cancellations occur more
often in the spring semester
because it comes .at the tail
end of the fiscal year. Course
offerings for the spring
semester are determined
tenatively . during the
previous
August
or
September. By the time each
college makes adjustments in
its expenditures, it must also
make adjustments in its spring courses, Bolte said. ·
Rollins said the funding
reductions forced the College
of Arts and Sciences to cut into its Other Personnel Services qudget, money that is
used to hire temporary
employees such as adjunct instructors and student

assistants.
"The courses that were
canceled were those taught by
part.time adjunct faculty,"
Rollins said.
Almost all of the canceled
courses were in the College of
Arts and Sciences. According
to Rollins and Dr. Ralph
LLewellyn, dean of the college; this · was because the
courses were basically lower
level
freshmen
and
sophomore courses.
''Almost all the low.er level
(courses) of the uniyersity is
in arts and sciences,''
Llewellyn said.
LLewellyn said he did not
get word .of the cancellations
until Nov. 23, the day before
the Thanksgiving break and
five days before registration.
After Llewellyn was told by
Academic Affairs that
courses would have to be

canceled, he 8ai<l his staff
worked during the holidays to
revise the course offerings
list. During the first day of
registration, the following
Monday, the courses were
canceled.
Rollins said the impact of
the .cancellations would be
cushioned since they were
made the first day of
registration- the day that
mostly seniors and graduate
students register. However, if
students did register for
those classes which were
canceled they have yet to be
informed of it.
. "We're going to try to do
what we can· to help these
students as soon as we can
get a hold o( them,'' Rollins
said.
But Rollins said he did not
know-how students would be
notified.

Parking-from p~ge 3

7300 SWALLOW RUN, WINTER PARK
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA, INC.

half circle; or take Libra Drive
to the dirt road next to the
ROTC portable classrooms
l!!)Jlil,.__..~p~'IJ!lllJ~~~~~~~
- and follow the.road as it veers
northeast to the east lot.
Webb said the contracts to. build the fii-st phase
,.
of the $10.8 million CEBA
building are ''being mailed
back and forth,'' and . construction on the building
should begin shortly after
Wednesday.
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7426 University Blvd.
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Journal~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~a UCF's . Ji~
and then pay for the calls
were wrong.
"I have and never will give
someone permission to use
suncom. I do not have the
authority to do that," Myers
said.
Myers also said the personal calls made from Geary's
extention have been paid for.
He said, ''I saw no reason not
to accept payment."

•••

Student Affairs Vice Presi·
dent Dr. LeVester Tubbs said
steps are being taken to prevent Student Government
abuse of the suncom system
from happening again.
He said one proposal .considered was letting the
secretaries of the president
and vice president have long
distance phone capability.
He said this idea was turned
down since the officers co~d
come after hours and use the
secretaries' phones for personal long distance calls.
The university has sent
long distance · phone logs to

Student Government in hopes
of cutting down on personal
calls, Tubbs said. All long
distance calls would be written down in the log. Included
would be the name of the person making the call, who was
being called, the nature of the
call and its duration.
Tubbs said that to stop
political bickering between
the legislative and· executive
branches, he encouraged the
SG constitution be changed

Lasers-from page 2
students either part-time, or
through the cooperative
education office.
The largest part of the company's business deals with
lasers manufactured for
operating on secondary
cataracts, but it also
manufactures lasers for
military, industrial and scientific uses.

to make presidential and vice
presidential candidates run
together on tickets.
Tubbs said a ticket system
would help to ensure communication between the vice
president and president and a
possible end to the bickering.
Tubbs also said the university's audit of the phone
records of student govern·
ment should be completed
soon and appropriate action
would be taken.

Garrison dies

Jim Garrison, a storekeeper
with UCF' s building services
for five years, died Nov. 21 of
a heart attack, according to
building services superintendent Jim Turner.
Turner said Garrison came
to work Nov. 21at8 a.m. and
shortly thereafter began to
complain of chest pains. Garrison was accompanied by a
co-worker to a doctor's office
in Union Park. While waiting

to see the doctor, he collapsed
from a heart attack and died.
As a storekeeper, Garrison
bought, priced, stocked and
delivered supplies for the
university. Before being hired ·
at building services in 1979,
Garrison w~rked for Central
Receiving. He also took
courses at the university.
Turner described Garrison
as an independent yet dependable worker.

"What did Reagan know aboUt the
rescue mission and when did he
know it? ... This question is as
terrible as those asked of Nixon and
Kissinger about the manipulation of
the Paris peace talks.for political .
gain. A terrible question of treason!'
- ·D on Freed

fiit.-1iiJlll ·

in the premier issue of
at your local newsstand

.
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NEW RADIATO~S,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
CLEAN &REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.. 2300 N·. Park Ave
Maitland
Orlando
644-9327
275-9327
630 c1 ifton st
Pine Hills
291-93i7
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Thursday Night
"College Night"
FEATURING -

.

.~

Nf•k,

_ , rn ngh1
.II.•~·
~;

.._,.... ........... u .....-·

• 5 ci: Beer 9:00·1 O:OOP .M.
so:¢.!Draft 1.00· Drinks all Night
·
Premier state-of-the art video system with the
best top 40 video music;
-4315 N. orange Blossom T!_:,.
•Tasteful Grooming Req~ired ·
.
·1/4 Mile South ot Lee Ra._i
,·No T-shirts or torn jeans) ,_ You Must Be.19- Valid State .1.0.-·~equired:
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A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
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Forget football; bet on real conflicts

Future-December 9, 1983

SG loses respect;
is power next?
"Students serving students." That Student Government motto must haunt all SG officials with consciences,
for in .their hearts they must IQiow that students are not
being served by the constant warring among its factions.
Instead of discussing student services, senators and executive officials discuss ways to remove President Mark
Geary and Vice President Stan Halbert from office.
Rumors fly daily on who is planning what action against
who. The Student Center, which houses SG offices, is one
battleground, the senate floor, another.
One wonders what students think of their elected
representatives. If SG officials had the courage to ask
their constituents to express their honest opinions of Student Government, they might discover that students are
disgusted by, and embarrassed for, their elected officials.
.

I'm tired of those office
football pools. You know the
kind. You oav a buck to nick
.· the c.ollege pre-games and
the one with the most right
gets the pot.
They're a waste of time and
money, especially because my
favorite teams are the Tampa
Bay Bucs and the Houston
Oilers. I never win.
Just think, if people spent
all the time considering current events as they do checking injury reports andwondering if the Green Bay
Packers are going to blow
another one in overtime, we
. would be a lot better off.
Last week I took a ten·
tative step toward trying to
figure the probability of other

events and was amazed at my
results. For example, I guessed that by the time I got up
the nerve to buy the latest
issue of Playboy with Joan
Collins, it would be sold out. I
also somehow knew that I
would get a D on my
economics test and was the
first to predict Michael
Jackson would definitely not
come up with a hit single with
AC/DC.
.
·My only mistake was not
predicting that Rita Lavelle
would be found guilty of lying
to Congress. That's a crime?
Only if you're not a member
of Congress, I guess.
My new-found success has
prompted me to consider
more weighty subjects and

spread my talents among you
readers. Get your bookie on
the phone or grab your
favorite sucker, it's time for:
EWING'S PRAGMATIC
PREDICTIONS:
Communism
vs.
Democracy: Communism
favored by 3... Russia's highly
touted "big gun" offense has
really had to struggle against
underdog Afghanistan. Meanwhile the United States has
shown that it can still win
one, even though Grenada
was little more than an exhibition match. Reagan's
tendency to go with the long
bomb levels things out. If you
can get points either way take
them.... No winner.
-Ewing, page 7

~

What is becoming increasingly obvious is that the
students and administration are not going to stand idly
by anymore, watching Student Government make a fool
of itself. About 1,000 students have signed a petition to
have a recall election on Mr. Geary. Dr. LeVester Tubbs,
vice president of student affairs, said he is considering
suspending Student Govel'nment in January if it hasn't
stopped fighting by then.
A recall would be a useful tool for students to have
their say.in this controversy, but suspension of Student
Government by the administration would hamper any
chance for students to control their Activity and Service
Fee money. One plan being discussed is to make the adthe administration allocator of A &8 Fee money, lieeping
existing SG services, such as the ticket subsidies and
dental office.
·
Mr. Geary's and Mr. Halbert's recall election may be
inevitable, but administrative action could be avoided if
the legislative and executive branches of Student '
Government, in the hour of crisis,· could put aside their
-differences and work together.
Student Government must, for the students' sake,
unite and serve before it loses the privilege.
Julie D. Norris
Acting editor in chief

Government in its best state, is but a necessary evil; in
its worst state, and intolerable one.
Thomas Paine

FUTURE
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University of Central Florida ·
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Guest Co0101entary
vivian n. katz
Columnist abuses privilege by preaching
We here at the Future live
week to week in an attempt to
reach certain goals. Most
notably, the goal to gain
knowledge and experience as
newpeople in an effort to supplement our college education.
None of us enjoys the eternal hours spent within a twoday period of time to produce
the paper and we certainly
don't relish working for a
third of minimum wage. We
do, however, appreciate the
responsibility bestowed upon
us by the Board of Publications and work very hard to
meet that responsibility.
Every now and then, so-

meone gets carried away anq
abuses the privilege of having
a forum in which to express
his or her views. This is what
I feel my fellow student and
co-worker, Rick Brunson, did
last week in his column titled
"Jesus offers peace to troubled world."
·
My disagreement stems
from the fact that Brunson
began his column with a timely matter of major impor·
tance and ended same with
his belief in Christ as a
Savior.
Why didn't Rick take the
time to examine the
possibilities for peace
through .the deployment of

U.S. Cruise and Pershing II
missiles in Europe or the
work ahead for proponents of
a nuclear freeze? I cannot
understand why he instead
cho8e to iniect his religious
beliefs in the space allotted to
him by rus ·editor, when his
responsibilty as a columnist
for the Future is first to the
students of this campus-our
readers.
Brunson says that Jesus
Christ's teachings are
''woefully realistic.'' Well,
they may be to you, Rick, but
the words of Jesus are merely
interpretations of his
Katz, page 7

Editor thanks staff for semester's success
Every Friday, students, behind the scenes that are
faculty and administrators just as important to the
pick up the Future, read some newspaper's success.
of the articles, look at the ads
The last issue of the year is
and pictures and leave it on a an appropriate time to thank
library table.
these people, in fact, all ·· that
Perhaps so~e notice have
contributed
to
bylines, photo credits and ' publis~ng the Future this
nine names on the masthead last semester.
on the editorial page.
As a new editor in chief
However, few realize that coming in at the tail end of
besides those whose names . the semester, I am grateful
appear in the paper week after for the qualified staff I inweek, · there are many more herited. I do appreciate the
Future staffers working skill and pride my co-workers

put into their job, and I only
wish I could do more than say
"thank you" to show my ap·
preciation. (A Christmas
bonus would do fine, right?)
I would be amiss without
giving special thanks to the
board of publications, the
Future's advisory council,
and my "right arm!', the utterly dependable and
resourceful _ business
manager, Phil Storey. And to
Thanks, page 7

Letter .policy
Letters to the editor must ou·
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters must be typed, double spaced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
he more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances, writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All letter~ are subject to editing.
- Some- lettei=-s ~-ay Je ·des-i gnated
as guest editorials at the editor's
discretion, with the permission of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes· the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.
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FORUM CONTINUED

From our readers

Thanks - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 6

"Front Page" i:ieeds no apology
Editor:
As a student of UCF, I
would like to express my
most humble apologies for the
"Apology for 'Front Page"'
in the Dec. 2 issu~ of the
Future. It seems that a certain individual in the accounting department was profoundly offended by the "excessive obscenities and
rascist slurs" that he found in
the show. I feel that I should
apologize for this epitome of
naivety. Obviously·, this person knows very little about
theater; and even less about
The Front Page.
. As a newspaper drama of
the Thirities, The ~ront Page

represented a slice of life from
that period. The authors intended the play to be a depiction of how things really were,
and not how they should have
been. How could anyone find
our history offensiv,e?
In every institution, there
are always one or two _ individuals who take it upon
themselves to impose their
ideas and beliefs on the rest.
America has Jerry Falwell
and UCF has Dr. Terry Campbell.
My advice to the good doctor is: before you stick your
foot in your month, know how
to do it properly first.
Rudy Gonzalez

Katz - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 6
followers and · theologians to
me.
Is Rick trying to say that
those of us who view Jesus as
a man and not a Savior do not
share his Christian desire for
peace in our shared world? Is
he ~aying that his religion is
the answer to . this highly
volatile economic and
political issue?
Brunson' s beliefs are his
perceptions of truth, much as
my perception of his column
is utter dismay. I feel that
Rick took advantage of a

privilege assigned him to
spread the gospel according
to Brunson.
I also ·find it difficult to
believe that Christ actually
said that "he would be the
one to implement world
peace-not Reagan, Thatcher
or Andropov." In my limited
knowledge of Christ's
teachings; I do not recall that
he ever met these three prominent world leaders. Could Mr.
Brunson be putting words in
his Savior's mouth? I hope
not.

the former editor in chief that
has been so helpful in serving
as role model and friend,
thank you, too, Mike Griffin.
And now, without further
ado, the best staff the Future
has ever had:
Business manager
Phil Storey
Advertising manager
Dorothy Case
Production manager
Robert Molpus
Classi.fied ads manager
Nancy Tison
Production staff
Terry Briegel
Karen Hancock
Michele Smith
Teresa Stewart
T_ypesetters
Norma Berrios
Sharon Jones
Tim Waite

After the news staff
Angela Barham
Albert Cervellera
Rod Durham
Donna Howell
Joe Jervis
Wayne Starr
Larry Thompson
Richard Truett
Mitch Varnes

Adr~s

John Dougherty
John Englert
Kevin Kelley
Wendy Meer
Casey Tennyson
Circulation
Linda Glaeser
Distribution
Bob Kotlzis

Photo staff
Kurt Ackenhaus·en
Tim Barto
Wade Regan
Vinh Nguyen Xuan

Editors
Pam Gimson
Michael Griffin
Carey Jasa
Vivian Katz
Lee Lerner
Roger Simmons

Artists
Carl McKnight
Raul Perez
Editors
Pam Gimson
Michael Griffin
Carey Jasa
Vivian Katz
Lee ~erner .
Roger Simmons

News staff
Rick Brunson
Veronica Edwards
Michael Green
Cindi Milam
'Elizabeth Mistarz
Vicki White
Sports staff
Pete Clapham
Creig Ewing
Scott Gunnerson
Dan Russo
Raz Savage
T.Y. Young

Secretaries
Carol McGovern
Barbara Moon
Ann Radoycis

E w i n g - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 6
Mar1' Geary vs. the Student
regroup behind a leader, but
Senate: Geary a slight
let's face it: they're all secondfavorite .... "Reach out, reach
stringers. Ronnie's not great,
out" and impeach someone.'' · but at least he ' doesn't put
The Senate hasn't been able
you to sleep .... Reagan in a
to capitalize on any of
landslide.
Geary's other turnovers, so
The U.S. in Lebanon, Peace
there is no reason to think
vs.
War: No line.... This one
they will dump him here. His
has
a lot of people worried, ·
inspired last-minute defense
but
it's
the sucker bet of the
that he was just waiting to
week.
Does
a ·duck have
make his business calls durteeth?
Were
all the jouring the cheaper 3 a.m. rates
nalism
classes
closed when I
will allow him to squeak
registered?
·
I'm
not sure
by .... Geary stays by 3 votes.
about
the
first
question,
but I
Reagan vs. the Democrats:
think
I'd
be
able
to
retire
Reagan an early five electoral
before I could major in jourvote favorite .... Ronnie's pro-·
nalism. Of course there will be
blem facing re-election is that
a
war, there already is. Defenthere are so many Democratic
sive
·maneuvers, retalitory
candidates, he's not slire who
strikes,
call it what you want,
he'll run against. The
our
guys
are getting killed
Democrats' problem is that
over
there
....
War, by 247 corpeveryone is running against
ses
and
counting.
each . other. They need to

UNIVERSITY HILLS, INC.
DUPLEXES

Rents low for this area

1

FOR SALE
FORRE~T
.

2&3 Bedroom with 2 Baths

.

Buy a whole
Rent a half
Alternative to Dorms
and crowded Apartments

Payments can be less than rent
Call: Caroline W. Frye

...~
Salesm.an Realtor

bect-

.e

273-1242

--i--~--c:to•

I
I

273-1200 aft. hrs.

bed~

livtng

.a~

Market Place Real Estate Inc. ®
~

•

•

l

'
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•

•

•

•
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CLASSIFIED

Student
rate:
.
.
.SQ cents per line
,~

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm.

17 year old girl looking for FEMALE room- College students earn $25-50 per hour. TERM PAPERS BY TELEPHONE. Dictate your
mate willing to hold lease as I am not 18 yet. Part-time In outdoor recreation field. Call term papers directly into our equipment
Looking for apt. either n~ar UCF or Fashion Mr. Farnsworth 9am-5pm at 305-656-7812. from your home. Your push-button phone
will enable you to edit,.fast forward, rewind,
Nlkkor lens. 135mm f3.5 Al Excellent con- Sq. Mall or In Winter Park, but negotiable. No
dition $100. Call Kevin at 282-4885 after smokers or heavy partyers $150-200 a Help wanted - Cashiers needed for part- etc. Completed work w/ln 48 hours. Call for
month. ,Must like pets. Please call Laura at time or full-time positions at Shell Station on info & instructions . 629-6356, Letters
Spm.
.699-6346 after 7pm. It I'm no there, please corner of Dean Rd. and 50. Must be at least .Unlimited.
leave name & number. Thank~.
19. Call 277-4962 or come on lnl
:is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full-time. Term
the U.S. Government? Get the facts today! Male sfuqent wanted to share 2bdrm/2both r---------------~ papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc:
:call (31·2,1742-1142 ext 689.
duplex l mile from UCF. $200· plus Y2 util.
Correctiort of spelling, grammar, punc ..
Todd at 678-2667 or Don at 273-1573
Call
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
·~..,.----"-- •.
after 6:00pm.
Bea, 678-1-386.
1981 Suzuki GS250,gorage kept,w/Bell
:~~et,4300ml, $995. Coll 365-6901 after Roommate wanted to share 3 bdrm house AUTHORS IN SEARCH · of an experienced
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
$140/mo plus utll. Rio Pinar area. Approx 10 manuscript typist! Call Bea 678-1386. Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correcLiteracy editing available.
mi. from UCf.. Coll P.eggy Green at 422-2368
tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
VW convertible, AM-FM cassette, radials, · weekdays or 282-67G2 eves. ·
Term papers, Thesis, dissertations, research
exc. condition. Red with l;>lack top, $6400.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS TO ALLI
or best offer. Call Ann ·at 862-6917 ext 127
Tl'lank you for your support in 1983.1 lookfor- papers, resumes, cover letters and typing.
ward to serving you In 1984. All work prepared on Word Processors for
days, or 695-2417 eves.'
error free neatness. We have IBM
Judy's Business service. 273-5298.
Dlsplaywriter, IBM Mag Card, and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
Early American sofa, apartment size sofa F1.;1rn 2bdrm/2bth 2/3 people $375·. 4 people
·bed, brass plated double headboard, bedUCF Students.Daytona Beach drea: Call COLLEGE -:- We have 10 employees for fast ,
board for double, and bed frame for dou- $400. lbdrm S275mo. Call 273-0768.
me:JAN ·for all your typing needs. Former service - ·All are former or current . UCF
ble. Call 273-2893 leave message.
LARGE two bdr.m/1 bath Apt. for rent ENG/SPN, CRIM . JUS/SOC. Majors; many students. One Day Service Available - 671.
years exp. In legal/adm . fields. Student 3007.
$310/mo. Walking distance to UCF campus.
Honda Civic CVCC 1978. One 9wner, g_o od Call 645-3540. _
Rates, Paper/cover FREE. 253-0678 Mon-Fri
condition. Ca.11671-8468.
10-5, weekends 767-2281.

for sale

:typists

r------------------1

2bdrm/2 bath duplex home. l mile from
UCF. Washer/dryer, Ceiling fans, avail Jan
1st. $400/mo. Call Jeff at 834-8787 or
277-2078.

Complete computer system IBEX 2300
Dual 5%4" disk drive, 256k each, 9" video
monitor all cables &. some peripherals. Includes CP/M, · Mbasic, Wordstar. Asking
51500. Printer .optior:ial $400. Call
273-5932.
-

Room for rent. Prlvate~ntrance. Call 2822440 2 miles from UCF.

74 Suzuki 3BOGT $500. 1o speed bike new Brand new APTS. 2bed/2bath. Across from
paint,tires,gearchanger,etc. 273-0768. _ ·UCF. 275-3439. Available Jan. l.
MOVING SALE. Plymouth Champ~79
machine and body in exc. condition.
Sliver/black stripes.air.deluxe seats. Many
extras, 53000 or best offer.· Girl bike 24
silver. Men bike 28, both for $120. These
items would make a great Christmas gift!
Leave message for Francisco at 678-9950
or 273-1622.

Lg. room with both & private entrance - kitchen and washer/dryer priv. Prefer serious
female student. Must be neat, clean,
responsible. $250 mo. incl. elec & water.
Call Ms. First"671-8594 eves or 351-3965.
Do you need student housing? Call Sue at
327-3685.

Living room and bedroom furniture in good
c;ondltlon. Best offer takes it. CAii 678-2641. NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRANCE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth. Spacious living rm. &
D~UM SET: CB-700;black,all hardware,4 kitchen, with all new appliances, quiet,
Zlydjlan cymbols,also Zlydjlan Hi-Hat 6 $400 plus deposit. lmmed. occupancy.
mounted toms, floor tom,bass,snare. Call Call 365-6625.
Wayne 277-3605 before noon or 9:...11pm.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes designed . and typed,
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1 Found-Young, female Tabby cat In UCF
DAY SERVICE available. Locate.d 1 mile from parking lot next to Biology bldg. Call
.UCF. Pick-up and delivery to carnpus 277-4962, ask for Joy or Tey 282-5328.
available. Correction of grammar &
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
.a week. Coll 275-1709.

Jost&found

l

carpool

·

Computer· word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173."
NEED A REPORT TYPED?
My full-time service offers accurate speedy·
& professional results using state-of-the-art
word processing equipment. Term
papers,reports,resumes,cover letters.etc. 3
miles from UCF. Pick up & delivery
available to campus . Call Pat at Hard
Copy Typing and Word Processing Service
2n-6930.

THINK CHRISTMAS!! Want to see Mom & Dad
in N.Y. state (or on th.e way)? I have 3 seats
available in my car. Much cheaper .than
flying! Call John at 671-4803 after 6pm.
Do you need a ride home to Chicago for
Christmas?(or anywhere between Orlando-Chicago) leaving 12/22 evening, returning 1/02. Share gos expenses. Call
628-0352.
-

•
services

t-------------------1 Typing,Accurate,Fast & Reasonable.

loveseat,black vinyl - $50/best offer, bike ·
rack (2 bikes) . - Sl O; typewriter manual
Underwood - 525, 365-6421 eves.
197 3 VW Bug rebuilt engine, new tires, and
exhaust AM/FM stereo 51600 or best offer.
Call 671-0522 or 869-9244.

help wa·n ted ,
NEWS EDITOR - UCF's Student newspaper,
The FUTURE, is now accepting applications
for the position of news editor. Appllcants
should have ·experience in writing, editing,
and layout. Apply in person at the FUTURE
editorial office in the Art ~omplex.

t----------------1

Tel. . order desk $4.00/$8.50 per hour. New
Roommate wanted Winter Par.I< area. Share Central Park office. Morn or even. will train.
home. $225 plus util. Prefer female. 647-3631 857-9099 Mr. Chappel I.
day 628-8335 eve. Martha.

Minor
Editing, IBM Sel. II. All types of work. UCF Empl.-1 mi. from UCF, Marti 365-6814 after 6pm.

Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
•RESUMES"
Why pay between $65-$100
When you can have a
professional resume·
designed and typed
for

•HELP!!!•

Roommate _n eeded! Male.neat.nonsmoker.
Rent Sl 02per month and Y. utilities, usually
$18 a month, and $100 deposit. One mile
from campus. Call 277-2561.

Part-time receptionist/secretary position
available with appraisal firm. Flexible hours.
Knowledge of accounting, comput~rs,
math, law or real estate is prefered. ConFemale roommate needed to share 2
bdrm/2 bath Apt. - Own room - within 1 mile .tact Chuc~ O'Neal Realtor Appraiser at
896-7027. Mon-Fri 9:30-5:0Q
from ~CF . No deposit. Call 277-8312.

$20
Your choice of white
or Ivory paper, t'lack,
brown, ·or blue ink.

Roommate wanted for spring '84 to share
2bed/2bath duplex Y2mi. from UCF ..5125/mo
plus utll. Call 282-1585.

2 positions avail. sewing & assembler. Full or
part-time 4 mi. from UCF. Call 678-8403
before 5:00.
·

Roommate needed South l 5A. Share
3bdrm/l Y2bth house. Female, nonsmoker.
S150/mo K Call 282-1449 or 646-5651 ask
for Lourie.

$$MONEYS$

Professional word processing - 7 days a
week. Fast turn around. Bev 896-3744.

Earn it with us
Temporary positions available in:

TYPING on my word processor. No visible
corrections. Fast service. $1.25/page. Call
Pam 671-0924.

l or 2 female roommates needed to share
townhouse l ml. from UCF. 2bdrm/2Y2bth,
washer/dryer, microwave. COii 273-1962 for
more info.

•DEMO/MARKET! NG• •STENOS•
"TYPISTS• •WORD PROCESSORS•
•DICTAPHONE• •SECRET ARIES"
• LABOR/WAREHOUS~ • •RECEPTION•

I screen reliable roommates, coll ..ue at
327-3685.
l or 2 female roommates needed to share
townhouse l mi. from UCF. 2bdrm/2'12bth,
washer/dryer ,microwave. Call 27 3-1962 for
more info.
.

Work 1 day a ·week or longer.
Full pay every Friday. Many
bonuses and benefits. Excellent
pay. Call tor on appointment.

.

Female roommate wonted to share
2bdrm/2bth washer/dryer ··duplex minutes
from UCF. s·195 a month '12 utilities. Call
Delories at 282-2489 or 841 -1742 ext 213.

OLSTEN TEMPORARY SERVICES
1221 N. Mills Ave. 896-2665

Looking for male roommate to share two
bedroom Apt. 1 mile from UCF. 5160 rental
plus Deposit and Y2 utilities. Available Jan 1.
Call 282-5363 ask for Bob.

NO FEE

NO CONTRACT

Theses, · term papers. Editing, fast ·turn
around, pick up and delivery ·On campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.
Expert typing - Term papers,theses,reports,resumes,etc. IBM typewriter; good rates.
Coll Teresa at 869-0684.
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
Typing/word Processing . Thesis , Reµorts ,
Res1,Jmes , etc .· High quality typing at
reasonable rates. Close to campus . Ca ll
Cindy at 660·1220 or 671-3325, Day or Eve.
Professional
quality typing,
word
processing, term papers, resumes, 24 hour
turnaround. Competitive rates . Call Virginia
at 423-5588.

Two rooms across from school. Sl 15 each
plus deposit in nice Apt. Call 282-5097 .

...

Coll
Hard Copy
2n-6930

-

.... .,. -•

.

~

....... .... . . . , .... ., . . .

1

ABORTION SERVICES - - FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS - - Low-cost Birth Control Services.
Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Guest
speakers available. DI.rector Is UCF grad.
1240 Hillcrest, 1 bl.o ck south of Colonial off
Mills. 422-0606 -Or long distance call free
1/800/432-8517.
_ PROBLEM PREGNANCY? .
Counseling and guidance . available to
unmarried .parents of all faiths. No fee.
Assistance with arrangements for pre-natal
.care, housing and planning for child.
Counseling for unwed fathers. Adoption
placement service available. Twenty years
in Central Fl. Completely confidential. Call
_c atholic Social Services 894-8888.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infor~
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, · confidentlEJI· services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colon la I Qrive, .Orlando
898-0921

r

.
.

di{S
. ~oc
, . ·m1 . .
.

C::Lmtc

1nd1v1ciu~1 Confldent1a1.counseTing
. Gynecologists
·5P.e aker 5ervice

·

'22.33 LEE. ~D ..WINTER PARK
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Turtle Race

Rally

11 ·2AM
Nite Rock is ·fJmnded by the Student Activities and s·enice
Fee of UCF as assigned by Student (;overnment
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W:was the night before Christmas and all thru the dor~n ,
not a creature was stirring, how str ange from the norm.

Ji

<(Uhe books were all stashed in the closet with care,
in hopes that the holiday break soon would be there
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lmlhat should we look for a.nd what should we bm.'?
~ And where can we go to give things a try?

§I

~

~

~hen out on the campus there arose such a' cl~nter,

~

they sprang from their beds to see what was the matter.

·~

] t was out on the oreen,-students sped like a flash.
M
They were heading for the Bookstore to save themselves cash.
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cqJ:he Bookstore was open in a bright yellow glow.
with ·ro\v upon row of bargains to sh(.)W.

~

~
m

~

i

©ome Thoma s,· come Susan, come Da\·id and c ,1iL
Say Season Greetings, \\·ith gifts from our ~ale.

~
.~

'(llli·i~ all \\'ill begin on the seventh of December,

~

~o mark rhc day down, it\ a date t<~ remember!

~

'filhc manager cdlcJ \\·irh glee and delighr.
S~·;p,011\ CrL'l'ting-. to all ;111d ro all a guod nighr.
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mhe students. were snuggled all warm in their beds,
. while questions of gifts danced in their he~ds.
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Bookstore Christmas Sale
December 7th - 16th, 1983

Monday & Tu~sday ..... . ...... . ......... . 8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday - fnday . . : ... . .......... . . . : . .. 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Open 24_Haur·a
7 Days A Weak~ ~
~

1

... -•

.,,:Sf STEAKS

ll lr.ift "'\,

~I ~~'
1 .__. ...... !S
'-• .. ~-

·

s1.oo

'FRYER.LEG
QUARTERS

...

LB.s3.28
USDA CHOICE BEEF .

FRESH PORK

WHOLE BEEF

'-"f~SPARE

TENDERLOIN
3
~~~~T
$ •98

AVERAGE

LB.

.!

FLORIDA PREMIUM FRESH

CORNED BEEF •••••• LB. ·S

MIXED FRYER PARTS

USDA CHOICE SHOULDER BLIDE

FRESH PORK

. ·

1 58

LAMB CHOPS •••• .-.LB.

•

USDA CHOICE SHOULDER ARM

LAMB CHOPS •••••• La.$ 1 •

6 8_
ARMOUR SLICED FRO ZH
.
.~BEEF
.
LIVER •••••••• .-•••• LB. 78¢
.

. GOLDIN fLA• I

VEAL CUTLETS •••••••
ASSORTED BLIDE. CHIER. SIRLOll

LB . .

.

s1.09
·HYDE PARK YELLOW POPSIH

64¢
LB.99c

CO~NTRY STYLE RIBS
.
.
$
.

PORK. CHOPS •••••• LB. $

POPCORN •.•
MIX WITH MILK 32 OZ. CU .

QUICK COCG

.

. PILLSBURY COMPLETE BUTTEllll

5 .• 48
I 38
•

;i

(.

.LB.

ITAUAN STYLE MILK. FED

•
.

· POTATO
CHIPS '
o•ho:r. a.ao

.28

· ~. SI

1 .88
$ .

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

LEAN 1 N' MEATY

j

CUT AND WRAPPED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

· LYKES MILD BRISKET

RIBS

PANCAKE

Ml ~

ANDRE COLD DUCK, WH11t
I

8 PIECE I
DRUMSTICll

SUllYLHO ClRDllAL

. .

.

SLICED BACON ···•·· .12 oz. 98C

LYKES CHEESE OR

.

MAM FRANKS
ARMOUR CHI CKEI

.12

oz. PKG.

.

s 1 • 08

-

.

FRIED BEEF PATTIES •• La. S 1 ~ 58

SEIBEST FRESH FROZfl

G.R OUPER FILLETS

.LB.

S2.18

• . \

'."f'".\.\~~

,,.. t'

.

l/.~. 1-. Caines· burgers"& Gravy Tra in:_
IGamesJ " For the Taste of Real Beef! "

COTTAGE CHEESE....

PET HLEICll BLEID

BOILEDHAM.
,

BEEF. HD BEEF. LIVER & BACOI 25 LB . BIG .

FULLY COOKED TOP ROUI D

GRAVY TRAIN

ROAST BEEF •.

BEEF 1. 2. 3, 4. CHICIH 1. 2. 3, 4.

IMPORTED AUSTRIAN

DOG FOOD

SWISS CHEESE

e

.s8. 78
.
CYCLE
14 oz. CAI .3 8
. ¢

... $2.48

;~G ;00 ~:c~:
1

2

&

. 98<=
PET SMALL HD LARDE CU RD 24 OZ.

LYKES PALM RIVER

SPEClll HOM ESTYLE RECIPE

COLE SLAW···

2DOlE~
$

1•4

4
,

ORANG- JUICE ••••••• &• oz. 98C

SHOP OUR HOMESTYL
FOR FRESH BR~l

BOROEl'S FRUIT FLAVORED

F~R

PUICH BOWL

88¢
. 88 ¢
az. r11.

SHERBETS •••••••••• DIE

.....
JUMBO WAFFLES

.11

QUIRT

FRESH BIKED Diil Y

FRENCH BREll
FRESH MADE. l FHORIJE .DES,RT

MERINGUE PIE

....... ·, . -.;...

·'
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MARKETS
2 Ll'llRS

I

.

REFUND ·REPSI· ·C OLA
DI ET, LIGHT, PEPSI FREE
MOUNTAIN DEW

-

7 _8 ¢

·0ld,tMilwaukee
"II tlot·.,11·1

~l·t

any lwnn than thi.,!"

Price .
s 5.98
Cash Refund _s1 .00 .
Your Cost
s4.98

NO DEPOSIT.
. NO REFUND-. -

er. Pick up certiticlte at store.

7·UP AND
_ ' CANADA DRY

MIXERS

4

PLUS DEPOSIT BOT.

·

oz.

lllll

$ .1
.

88¢
MOORE HEAT
EAT
BEEF STEW ••••• oz. s 1 .48
CHICKEN THE SEA EW
CLAM CHOWDER oz. 2/S1 FREICH"S
POrATOES
IDAHO SPUDS ••••• 1soz.eox88C ·
CHILI WITH BEANS •••·••

DIMTY

98C

.HD

24

.

OF

IX 32 oz. BAG. $2. 48

II

CAN

EllGLAllD

10.5

.OR PINK

=..750ML

10.8 OZ. CAIS

HORMEL FIGHT COLO WEATHER MEALS 15 OZ. CAI .

s 1 • 1 a_·

A•••••• ~.·.

SAVE
SI.
31

SOUPTIME FAVORITE

TONIC WATER
2 FOR $1.00

••••• 32

l 11111 1 one coupon per fanuly w11ti
$5 add1t t0nal purchase . excluding

CAMPBELL'S

ONI LITH

ITE OR HITE

·

sou·p

TOMATO

llOULA• AND IUOA• ••11

·1
I
~ .Ii~~'.~;;~;" MA~~i~li' -

CAii

lllSTllT

s2.8·8

GREEN PEPPERS AND.
FLORIDA CUCUMBERS
MIX OR MATCH •

s;-4acw
I

l, •• FUUPOUID $2 • 28
.• •• FULL POUMD

iE

•FULL

$3 e 78.

POUll~ $ 2 ·e 8 8

.. • • • • • •FULL POUllD

TASTY FIESH

.

6 8 (;

F.RESH BAKED

:' Ol<IES

NEW CROP

~

':

.

,.
8
8 v

BROCCOLllllCH
~

FIESll CIEll

18 C

· GEORGl~fCABBAGI .LB..
PECANS ALL"'"5EIWll 3

i
t•saac·
. S1 e28f ON~S ,m: ..
..Jl.J "'iussn
5 L1s9 8 c
..· n.~..
POTaT01s ... '"

'

. .LB.

IAlllC

11672 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
AT ALAFAYA TRAIL

ASSORTMENT

lENFOR

s 1.• 38,

STYLE BAKERY
1
AND PASTRIES.

U.C F

f!

AD EFFEC l IV E WEON.c SUA Y OLC
IHAU TUESDAY DEC 1'.I l9B'.I

<

>

<(

~-

<(

COLONIAL DR.

WE ACCEPT U .S .D.A
FOOD ST AMPS
We Reserve The Right To

FAIRWAY

Limit Quant iti~s Purchasect

f

.
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®.·
Sliellmne
All-Seaslin
Antifreeze/AntlBnll

AS LOW
LIST
WITH
a799
PRIC• EXCHANGEAS J5

SAVI 10.00

P!?ICES GOOD THRU_DECEM8ER 6

6210 s Orange Blossom Trail-859-6171
- 5410 Silver Star Roact-298-8230
Sunday to Sunday
•
7·00om to 11 ()()pm
3098 Alamo Avenue-6n-5488

5687 Curr., Fprd ~oad-282:o!'ln

. ..
:

After the News
You're only as old (or young) as you feel
by Wayne Starr
After the News staff

Numbers aren't true indicators of
age.
Is Wisconsin Sen. William Proxmire, of "Golden Fleece Award"
fame, .who regularly jogs the five
miles from.his home to Capitol Hill,
old just because he was born· in
1915?
A:nd what about the fat guy
wheezing in the carrel next to you in
the library? The one who need.s oxygen after climbing one flight of.
stairs to retrieve his physics
notebook. He was born in 1963 but
is he really young?

about it .the next time.you walk into
Age isn't like mathematics. It's
a video arcade or skating rink. There
not ·as scientific. It's not merely a
you'll be, surrounded by hundreds of
state of fact; it's more a state of
breathing, functioning human bemind.
ings who: ·
'
If .numbers don''t tell ·the story,
maybe events do. If you have vivid
•Think WTBS is a local station;
they have no recollection of life
memories· of World War II victory
before cable TV.
·
celebrations, you're getting up
there. But if, in 1976, you couldn't
•Have ALWAYS brushed their
understand all the fuss. about this · teeth y.rith gel toothpastes.
'·'Bicentennial" thing, you've pro•Have n~ver done V~e Barbarino
.bably got a few good years ahead of · ·''Up your nose with a rubber hose"
imitations in ·gym class on Friday
you.
.
mornings following Welcome Back,
But even those who went straight
Kotter the night before.
from high school to college without
•Can't remember when Johnny
taking time out to work, get married
o~ join the armed forces aren't as
~Bench was rookie.
young as they think they are. Think
•Won't accept "The bank's closed.

I can't get you the money until
tomorrow," from their parents.
With 24-hour-a-day automatic
teller.·s, banks are NEVER closed.
• Have never seen, much less
bought, gas under $1.
eNever thought KISS was cool.
•Don't remember the days when
liberals wore long hair instead of earrings.
eNever go anywhere without their
pocket calculators, making the ability to memorize the twelve times
table an archaic skill.
eHeat u.p everything in a
microwave, thereby depriving.
Old, page 15

Maddox looks forward to .the year 1984
constantly at .war with one or
the other of the two remaining superpowers-Eastasia
and Eurasia. The .book's protagonist,
Winston Smith, is what Maddox terms · "an aborted
hi~torian." . Smith's job in the
Ministry of Truth consists of
rewriting "factual'.' information to suit the whims of
Oceania's centralized government.
·

by Vivian N. Katz
After the News editor

At midnight, 22 days from
now, we will usher in a new
year. There's really not much
difference between this new
year and others before it and
. that's a blessing. to Dr.
William S ~ Maddox. A
member of the UCF political
science faculty, Maddox is
currently teaching a "Politics
of the Future" course.
. Maddox uses George
Orwell's literary classic Nineteen Eighty Four in this c~ss
and has his st:udents discu.ss
the theories put forth by
Orwell as well as include it in
a term paper. He says, "The
only problem with reading
this book is that people see it
as a portrayal of the Soviet
Union, or more perceptively,
of Stalinist Russia. Maddox
doubts the author intended
that kind of logic to be used
by Nineteen Eighty Four's ·
readers.
The book, published in June
1949, deals with life in
Oceania, a superpower that is Bill Maddox
11

Madrigal continues

Courtesy of Victor Junco/Orlando sentinel

Madrigal players Anne Harmon and Keith Krout share
the Christmas spirit. Madrigal has three more performances
this weekend. For information, call 275-2869.

Many readers approach
Nineteen Eighty Four with
the thought of "Therebut for
the grace of God go I. They
are drawn into. the idea that
there is a "Big Brother" watching over them ahd sympathize with Oceania's
citizens.
But the book is more intense to Maddox, who thinks
it is "flawed as a futuristic
piece." He says that Orwell
meant to show us what could
happen if we l~t big government gain a totalitarian conti:ol. It is up to the readers to
decide what steps they. can
take to avoid a fate similar .to

Smith is at best a mediocre
party member. He knows . in
his heart that it is wrong to
rewrite history and is often
stricken with . bouts of
nostalgia.
From telescreens that blurt
out propaganda mght and
· day to a Junior .Anti-Sex
L~ague, Orwell's notion o_
f
- complete thoµght control (the
Thought Police is under the
Ministry of Love) envelops
the reader with a morose
sense of injustice.
"It is unlike other futuristic
novels which are more
sterile," says Maddox. "You
become horrified.'' ·

11

that of Winston Smith.
"Today, in adver~ising, we
accept a subtle destruction of
language;" Maddox says. The
only real parallel Maddox
sees between Orwell's society
and ours is the minimalization of language. '.'These buzz
words and catch phrases have
always been · around but
because people travel more
they spread more quickly.' "
TV has also bee~ influential
in making language univeral,
he adds.
Maddox is amused and
elated to read that there is

1984, page 14,

.Jackson video a mini-movie
by Joe Jervis ·
Alter the news

features. (No H u1 k-i sh
bursting of clothing hereJackson stays neatly confined
Within his blue jeans and let· terman's sweater.) '
Jackson's date quite
naturally screams, throws her
hands up, and generally plays
the hysterical terrified girl we
all like to see in horror
movies.
I really don't want to ruin
what comes next· for those
who haven't seen the video. I

Michael Jackson" s ·newest
video hit "Thriller," .· is 14
minutes long-more than
three times longer than most
videos made. It continues a
trend started in other videos
(most notably Billy Joel's) in
which dialogue and natural
sound is added ·to t:lie musk.
The clip opens with
Jackson and a date (played by
Ola Ray) running out of gas
on a lonely country road.
They'. begin to walk down the
road. J.ackson stops and
hesitantly tells his date: t'I
have something I w:ant to tell
you. I'm not like other guys.''
(Yes, the same thing you're
thinking went through my
mind!)
Jackson never gets to let
his ~ecret out, the trusty old
moon does. it for him. The
moon peeks out from behind
the clouds and J a:'c kson
doubles over.
What follows is about 13
minutes of the scariest and
funniest · bit of music video
ever made.
Director Landis recreates
the terrifying transformation ·
scene from American
Werewolf in London as
Ja~kson sprouts hair, fangs,
pointed ears and wolfish

will say·that you'll be treated
to great plot twists, incredibly precise dancing .(by
rotting corpses, ·no. less!),
visual jokes and a rap by the
old master of macabre
himself, Vincent Price.
In a surprise move, ' MTV
·paid approximately $250,000
for exclusive -rights to
Michael Jackson's new video
Video, page 16
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Yes Virginia, there is real food at UCF
by Del Lisshus
After the News Interim editor

Why anyone would spend
the same amount of money
for a cardboard burger and
sludge fries at .the Knight's
Den as they could for a hot,
semi-nourishing meal at .the
University Dining Room is
beyond me. Perhaps it is
because the administration
tries to· keep· its dining room
under· wraps for fear that it
would otherwise be pverrun
by comatose, drug-crazed
students.
A~nistration aside, the
UDiversity Dining Room offers the best meal mon~y can ·

buy in this desert of good
taste. For a .price ranging
from $1-$4 even a member of
the general public can savor
such tasty treats _as Chicken
Cacciatore, Turkey Fried
Rice, Beef and Chicken Pot
Pies, Knockwurst and Kraut,
and Barbeque Chicken-these
being the specials for the_
week of Nov. 30 through
·
Dec.9.
Daily spedals include an
entree, two vegetables, a dinner roll and a beverage for
$2.50 plus tax. Two other
main courses are offered,
along with prepackaged deli
selections and a salad bar to
rival _~endy's.

The After the News editor
and another Future staffer
joined me Dec. 5, the three of
us declining to taste the
special
of
the
day-Knockwurst and Kraut.
I think it had something to do
with the odor of the area as
we appr9ached . the circle in
front . of the dining room.
The Carved Ham, albeit a
bit fatty, was quite tender ·
and tasty. The Seafood
Quiche tasted more like a fish
quiche as it was void of any
semblance of scallops, shrimp
or lobster which usually make
up such a dish.
We were quite impressed
with the selection of

vegetables offered-the carrots, peas, potatoes and corn,
as always, were exceptionally
tasty. The lima beans looked
like they had been cooked
beyond recognition U actually
heard someone in line ask
"what is that?").
As for dessert, .the gingerbread cake was a tad on the
dry side, but quite good and
Surprise-it was topped with
fresh whipped cream and a
real maraschino cherry.
All-in-all, the University
Dining Room offers the best
lunch selections on campus,
at a reasonable price. It is
open from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.

The art final was a 6-foot ~ainting.
Your friends helpeil .
.
you pass with flyingcolors.

·1984---from page 13

one thing that Oceania's
government, as well as any
other,
cannot
control-bfological
urges.
"Orwell must have followed
Freud," Maddox says,
"because of the notion that
limiting sexual energy causes
people to transfer.that energy
to other sources.'' ·
Smith's sexual urges eventua,lly lead to the demise of
his perceived ~eedom, but as
the saying goes, ''It is better
to have loved and lost. than
never to have loved at all."
Maddox ~ees Orwell's
perception of the future as
real f~ar on the part of the
author. "He was perceptive
· enough to visualize the explosion of ~ giant, niodern state;
he foresaw the next 10
years.''
The professor, who has
matured since he sported long
hair and twirled a pocket
watch in a political science
class six years ago, thinks the
Reagan administration has an
exaggerated focus on the
Soviet Union. "Before that,"
he says, "confrontation was a
constant balancing act away
from old-style alliances."
Maddox warns that the next
administration will pay more
attention to the rest of the
world.
Of the three slogans used
by Oceania to lull its citizens
into a false sense of
security-War Is Peace,
Freedom ·Is Slavery and ~g
norance Is Str~ngth-:-Mad
dox says, "It is an extreme,
bizarre distortion of sense;
get them to believe 1the biggest lie first."

A deftly hurled splotch of magenta blended
surrealistically: with a cascade of vermilion,
occasional suggestions of orange and cobalt
blue and what do you have? What else: "The
Birth of the Universe'.'
It's the painting that completed your
art final, and frankly, you couldn't
have done it by yourself.
Afte~ards, it's time for a little
down-to-earth gratitude. Xou
owe them at least a few
Lowenbraus, not to mention the
laundry bill.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
c 1983 Beer Brewed 1n U S A. by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee. WI

Nineteen Eighty Four is
Orwell's indictment of centralized government no mat.ter who employs it, according
to Maddox. ''The man was obviously hostile to what he saw
around him and 'Wrote this
book as a warning, if not a
prophecy. ''

HELP! Please respond to
call for After the News
editor ASAP!!! Call
275-2601 and ask for Vivian, Roger or Julie.

Page_15
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AMERICAN WAY TRAVEL Is now
yournelghborhoodTravelAgency. We
are located at 2300 Winterwoods
Blvd., Winter Park, Florida In the San
Jose Executive Center off Rt. 436,
between Aloma and Howell Br-anch
roads.

Gifted students see,-feel art
There are 30 selections
displayed in "B.F.A. Student
Exhibition,'' in the UCF Art
During the holiday season, Gallery located in FA 305.
or any special occasion for Both artist~ quite similarly
that matter, artists have a have achieved levels of
distinct advantage over mastery in manipulating
others in that they can give charcoal, ink, acrylic, etching
the greatest gifts of all, gifts and aquatint.
The criterion for each arthat are personally handconception
is
crafted and endowed with tist's
fearlessness. One realizes
human sentimentalities.
Two such artists, Toni risks we:r.e taken as the artWilliams and Siglinde Quirk, works progressed. There is no
produce artistic statements timid use of the forces of art
that would gladly be received within Williams' and Quirk's
as gifts because of the unique work: use of line, placement
relationships they create with on the page, light source and
the subjects at hand and value gradations. Evident are
because of their ability and in- bold, swift, accurate and exsight to see and feel beyond pressive uses of these forces
what they know about their as they combine and unite to
form the completed artwork.
art.
by Al Cervellera
After the News art crltlc

Quirk's "body scapes" are
mountainous and looming,
and . yet other pieces like
"Me," are subtle and delicate
like flower petals put through
a press.
Williams' portraits of
"Jon," No. 10 and 25, deserve
praise because of the difficulties in capturing a subject in one position, r~presen
ting what you see on a twodimensionai surface, while
simultaneously re-creating
the essence of the "life force"
within the subject. .
The exhibition runs
through Dec. 15. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. For
more information about artists or the UCF Art Gallery
call 275-2676.

Our service·s are completely cost free.
We can provide your air, bus, train,
motel/hotel, rental car, cruise, tour &
group travel arrangements for you.
There are many marvelous specials
you should be aware of, SQ just call or
stop by Monday-Friday, 9amto Spm.
671-6560

Old------------ from page 13
themselves of an essential
life-toughening skill of going
hungry for 15 minutes
waiting for food to get done in
a conventional oven.
• Never confused cartoon
characters Yogi Bear and
Mickey Mouse with. baseball
greats Yogi Berra and Mickey
Mantle.
•Look at you dumbfounded
when you say ''Lew
Alcindor. ''
If, after these dozen examples, you still aren't convinced that arthritis and liver
spots are just are just around
the corner perhaps this will:

Remember that day, way
back when, probably in the
eighth or ninth grade, when
you were assigned to read a
book about a poor man named
Winston Smith who couldn't
as much as wash his face
without the government
knowing about it?
You thought it was a good
book, but kind of frightell.ing.
Besides, you thought, the
book was set so far ahead in
the future that it would never
get here and it ·was nothing
for you to worry about.
Think again, folks. 1984 is
les~ than four weeks away.

e 48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
·e AMAmtR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE

e FILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
e CAMERA REPAIRS ·
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
. mats, frames.
·e professional print display preparation: mounting
te~ufizing, and spraying.
.
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida-·
)

'·

·.

' {

.10% Sfudenf
.- ISCOu..t
D

.

.

.

. •· ~ we use '
. Kodak ~per...
::::.r:::· for a goOcf look.

M

11 CYEN M-H 0 oQ.6,oo
SAT 10·00-5 00
·
··•
~
7436 Ul'\fversjfV Blvd.

,University sq', Shooofng·~·

·Aristocrat . ~~ · n ·- ~··
·
··
_ ~~u~ .ves1g~s~
(Next to Jewelry Store)
UNl°VERSITY SQUARE
CALL .671-HAIR
15A
Univ.
Square

COURSE

Class Starts

GMAT
ILS •
GRE
LSAT

Dec.12
Dec.12
Jan.10
Jan.14

Univ. Blvd.

><

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
son Jose Exec. Center .

Mon & Fri 9-6 Sat 9-5
Tues, Wed & Thurs 9-7

We rese'rve the right to cancel any class for
· which there Is Insufficient enroHment
Call for details
· Days, Evening, or Weekends

"Introduction to Law School

678-8400 .

o you pay rent each
IDonth?
@l>arRLand Inc.

Will you get it back when you move out? Of course not. Some of
your friends have found a way.. Several of them will leave college
after 4 years with ..much more than a college degree. The money
that you "spend" on rent, they "invest" in real estate. ·
They own the property that they live in-they might even own
the property that you live in. With the proper guidance, you too
could put your rent moriey to work for you instead of for your
landlord. It doe~n't take a fortune. You probably have a couple
of friends who would be intere~ted. Maybe your parents are
looking for a solid investment right now. When several partners
get together, they can do things that you alone might not be
able to.
If this sounds interesting give me a call before you leave for the
holidays, and I'll give you all the information you'll need to.
discuss it with your parents or friends, and you can start the
spring semester with a whole new attitude about paying rent.

•

Jntemat1onal Realty,

Providing advice on Real Estate matters including:
Single Homes
Income Property
Duplexes, Quads.,· Apt. Bldgs.
Property Management
Financing
Renting, Leasing, etc.

m.

210 North Park Avenue, Winter. Park, Florida 32789 305-644-3295

______ e________________________________________________________
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Optical Outlets

by Carl McKnight

Spanky

~

~~tfi t/~~···
ffe, 6et/Jit ~

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest
names in sunglasses.

~ "f4·Cpl1rom

;? . BAUSCH & LOMB ~
WINGS™
The hottest new style
in sunglasses

Suggested Retail

Compare our prices on
prescription eyeglasses.
Includes frames and lenses.
Cataract lenses not Included.

549
559
. 569

Slngle Vision

CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE
Great looking metal frames

sso

Suggested Retail

Our Price

Our Prices

s41to s55

s4a s2a1os4
The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical quality, glare
protection and light control, completely
free of distortion.

Blfocels
Trlfocsls

Our precision ground lenses are the
highest quality available. No extra
charge for strong prescriptions or
oversized lenses. Choose from over
quality frames.

)

C'AMIRA
PORSCHE DESIGN

The ultimate in protection and fashion

S89&uP
You can't buy better than Optical
Outlets. Come in and we'll prove it.

Your best buy In sight.

Optical Outlets
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

VideO----:---~---------------from page 13

"Thriller." In the past, all
videqs have been provided
free of ~harge to MTV and
other video shows-mainly
because record companies
realize that the videos are
fantastically successful
advertis.ing vehicles for their
products.
Some industry insiders
argue that if this becomes a
tre:qd, some bands may suffer
because only the superstar
videos will be considered
worth paying for. Ever since
the birth of the music video
industry, new groups,
perhaps because they're more
visually stimulating than the
established groups, have been
rising to prominence. Where
would Men at Work, the
Eurythmics, or Culture Club
be without their exposure
through their videos?
The "Thriller" video was
directed and co-produced by
Jo~ Landis (of American
WerewoH in London fame) at
a cost of $1.1 million. Epic
records paid for half, and
Michael j ackson picked

the tab for the other half.
The dancing sequences
were choreographed by
Jackson and Michael Peters.
Peters recently won a Tony
award as co-choreographer for
the smash Broadway musical
''Dreamgirls.''
Ghoulish features were provided by Rick Baker, who
won the Academy Award for
best make-up for his. work in
American W erewoH' ill Lon·
don.
"Thriller" is absolutely, in·
arguably, unquestionably the
best piece of conceptual video
ever made. It has all the
qualities of a great movie:
humor, felµ", romance, danc·
ing and music.
In fact, "Thriller" is destined to be the recipient of that
elusive symbol of movie
excellence-The Oscar! In
order to have the video be
eligible for nomination in the
category of best short subject, it is being played along
with theatrical films in cer·
tain movie houses on the
West Coast.

Jackson really didn't need
this film to use as a promotional tool for his album. To
date, "Thriller," the album,
has sold over 10 million copies in this country alone,
in addition to untold millions
in Europe and Japan.
The album has produced six
consecutive Top 10 singles
on Billboard's charts. No
other album has come close to
that mark. In fact, the only
other album by a single artist
to put even four songs in the
Top 10 was Jackson's last
effort, Off the Wall.
This week Jackson is at No.
1 on the pop charts with his
duet with Paul McCartney,
"Say, Say, Say." (Not on the
Thriller album). He is also at
No. 1 on the creativity chart,
having provided us with what
should be the most influential
music video made.
The video can be seen only
on MTV until Dec. 14, after
which it will be played on
NBC's Friday Night Video
and some pay cable services.
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._ ,\\$12.00 and UP

o"l~~- 10% Discol.int with

UCF 10· Card
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11815 E Colonial Dr Orlando FL 32826
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10000001.
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YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOU~ DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE .PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS
1
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WARNER .ROBINS ·A-IR LOGISTIC. CE.NTER
ofter.a

a civil eerv1fe career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology to support the most ·
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robina ALC wlll hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-05 70 (In Georgia)
or .Wfite ·tOj DPCSC-Employn)ent office, Robins A.F .B.,Georgla 31098
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Sportsweek
Wom·en
ready for
Armstrong

Men's basketball _falls
to Otterbein Coll.9 ge
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

by Scott Gunnerson

The UCF men's basketball
team dropped to. 0-4 Tuesday
night when it was manhandlThe UCF Lady Knight's
ed on its own turf by the sure·
basketball team (3-1) hosts
handed, Division III OtterArmstrong State tonight in
bein Cardinals, 66-57, before a
the UCF gym at 7:30 p.m.
sparse crowd of 548 in the
UCF gym.
The Knights started their
The 0-4 start is the
winning ways this year in the
Knights' worst in history.
"Sun Roast Classic" on Nov.
Last year the Knights started
25. UCF first defeated West
out the season at 0-3, but they
Georgia 76-67 and went on to
turned things around quickly
beat Edward Waters 91-55 to
by dumping Florida Internacapture the tournament.
tional, 84-60 and then taking
nine of their next 10. But the
After that victory the
Knights' performance TuesKnights hosted Palm Beach
day against Otterbein (Ohio)
Atlantic on Dec. 2. UCF
ga~e n<:> indication that any
wasn't very cordial,- however,
such turnaround is in store
trouncing them, 101-19. That
for the team this season. In
score produced two team
short; the Knights' play was
single game records for UCF:
sloppy.
largest scoring ·margin, 82
They shot a dismal 34 perpoints, and fewest points by
cent from the floor compared
an opponent, 19.
to the Cardinals' 53 percent.
The Knights' trip to
UCF was equally inept at the
Tallahassee. on Dec. 5 took its
free throw line hitting only 47_
toll on the team. Although
percent of its shots.
UCF ended the first hill with
The Knights never led in
the Seminoles 31-31, six quick
the
contest. Otterbein, using
Pam Glmson/Future
points at the start of the se- ·
UCF women's basketball player Beverly Knight lays ·up a a basic inside game and takcond half put FSU on the hook in action last week against Palm Beach Atlantic. UCF ing advantage of UCF's sloptrack to a 67-60 victory.
ply passing and ~h~oting,
won, 101-19.
·
Future sports

..

UCF history profe.ssor .delves into $ports past ·
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Profes~ional sports. haven't

always been Monday night
football with the guys and
Sunday afternoons in the
ballpark sipping beer, ·says a
UCF sports historian.
Accor<li.ng_to history professor and sports history
authority . Richard Crepeau,
"the sports· we know today
have come about through
loD:g res~aping period in
American history."
Crepeau will discuss these
theories inl detail during The
History of -Sport in America
class that he is teaching .on

spring semester:
The course will cover
American's fascination with
sports of all kinds and the
studies will range from sport
in the Colonial period to our
contemporary fanaticism.
Class discussion will range
from social class bias in
athletics during the Colonial
period to the problems that
blacks have encountered
entering sports in this century. In addition, the
women's role in major sports
will also be explored.
Moreover, Crepeau said that
the class will touch bn some of
the more diverse aspects of
sport such as dogfighting.

biggest changes in sports
have come about because of
the Industrial Revolution
and the technological advances that have surrounded
it. He said that the combination of changes have shaped
sports into-the big-time ente.rtainment business that they
are today.
This is the first time that
the course has been offered at
UCF, Crepeau said. "It is
something that I have been
wanting to do, but just
haven't had the time for until
now," he said.
Crepeau is certain 1y
qualified to teach the subject.
He has been working with

years and has authored a
book ~nd several journal articles on sports development
in America. His book,
Baseball:
America's Diamond Mind, 1919-1941 explores the changes in
American society and how
they ar_e se.en through
baseball. The book is an effort
of a year spent reading every
article in The Sporting News
published between 1919 and
1941. From those readings,
Crepeau was able to analyze
the relationsµip between the
game and society.
·
Besides that effort,
Crep.eau has had articles on

UCsFt;;~;;;11~g t;~;; ·;~~ks ~;~~tQ~i'ti~~o, fE~?!;rf~~~~u~1
by Dan Russo
Future sports

The wrestling Knights of
UCF have begun what their
first-year coach, Pat Cucci,
. calls a rebuilding year.
Cued, taking over a team
that went 3-i0-1 last year,
says that he has set some
long term and short term
goals for his wrestlers tliis
season.
Long term goals include
having national place winners
and All Americans named
from his squad, Cucci said. As
for short term goals, the
coach said he would like to do
well in this season's major
tournaments and to get national exposure by going

.
. . ht
. t· some of the top- be m
agams
t h e mi'ddl eweig
ranked-teams in the country. classes, 142 pounds through
Cucci received soine of that 177. Sophomore Russ-Schenk,
national exposure he was at 167 pounds is one of the .
looking for two weeks ago top ~ddleweight wrestlers,
when his wrestlers co~peted Cucci said.
in the Southern Open, Nov.
In the lowerweight divi25-26 in Chattanooga, Tenn. sions, Cucci sees Jeff Horn, a
Six of the top 20 ranked Divi- 126 pound sophomore, as one
sion I schools were at the of · his best lightweight
Open.
wrestlers.
The Knights didn't fare too
In order for the UCF
well in the Open, and Cucci wrestlers to have a successful
said he was a bit disappointed . campaign this season, he feels
in the team's performance. He they must be totally physicalsaid he felt the p9or showing ly and mentally prepared for
· was mainly due to the team each match.
As for the Knight's · next
being intimidated by the
caliber of competition.
match up, they will face 10th
ranked Division I North
Cucci considers his young Carolina State, Virginia Tech,
team 's strength this year to
Wrestling, page 18

Culture.
While his work might seem
mired in the past, Crepeau
stresses that he is very interested in sports today. In
fact, he could be classified as
baseball crazy. Despite all the
recent changes in the game,
he says he still loves it.
As a Floridian, Crepeau has
definite thoughts on whether
Florida deserves a major
league baseball franchise. "I
think it would go well here,"
he says.
"
.
. I~ Flori~a can support one
it will be m the Tampa/St.
Pete area·though," he added.
,, I d , hink . 'll b . hi
on t t
it wi em t s
area."

jumped out to a 9-U lead
about four minutes into the
game.
The Knights continued
their poor play throughout
the half, missing often from
the floor and unable to
penetrate inside on the Cardinals. At one point UCF
trailed 22-9, before closing it
to 30-21 at the half.
UCF came out just as cold
.in the second-half. The
Knights let Otterbein take
their chances from the outside. The Cardinals proved
that a mistake as they nailed
jumper after jumper to keep
the lead.
The -Knights, behind the
hustle of Isaac McKinnon,
closed the gap to 50-46 with
about six minutes to play, but
the Cardinals using a strong
inside surge, pulled ~way for
the 66-57, victory..
UCF Head Coach Chuck
Machock said that he did not
take Otterbein lightly even.
. though they were Divi~ion
III.
''I've seen ·them play
before. I knew what we were
in for. They are a very wellcoached team. They took advantage of 01.ir weaknesses,"
· he said.

• ti
·~

Sports
Vie~ .

' .. by

Lee Lemer
Sports editor

·>

Football's solid;
help basketball
During the last year-and-ahalf that I have been working
as a sports writer for the
Future., I have had the golden
opportunity of covering one
of the nation's fastest growing Athletic d~artments. No
learning experience could
have been greater.
As sports editor for the last
year, I have watched,
firsthand, the construction of
a football program that will
eventually compete with any ·
team in the country. Through
the inspired work of Athletic
director Bill Peterson
Head Coach Lou Saban, the
team has . turned the
respectless ·and winless 1982
season into a highly respected
5-6 season this year. The work
of these two dedicated individuals, plus a host of
others, has given UCF a team
that can now hold its head up
with any team in the country.
On the other hand, a year
ago, the UCF basketball team
was on the brink of national
recognition. Under Head
. Coach Torchy Clark they had
visited the NCAA playoffs
· ·
h 1.
·
six times ovei: t e ast eight
years. Over the summer,
View, page 18

ana
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Clark resigned.
He hinted his resignation
was because the program was
not receiving enough money
to build a team. that could be
competitive against Division
I schools.

Chuck Machock the Knights
are floundering against Division III schools in -a season
where we are supposed to be
preparing for the rigors of a
Division
I
schedule·.
Something is wrong here.

The decision was made.
UCF basketball would move
to Division I next season, but
the budget's jump would be
nowhere as drastic.
Under new Head Coach

Before this season, basketball wouldn't have had to do
much to gain national
recognition. Now the leap
seems far away. Perhaps football fever got in the way.

The only hope now is that winning basketball team has
basketball can be revived been tradition at UCF.
with the same fund-raising efAs for myself, I'll watch the
fort f~otball .was given. A rest of UCF's sporting events

UCF home basketball schedules
LADY KNIGHTS home Schedule:

MEN'S home Schedule:

Wed. 12/14 Urbama College
8:00
·Mon. 12/19 Valdosta State
7:30 DH
Tues. 113
Bethune-Cookman
8:00
Wed. 1/4 Merrimack College 8:00
Tues. 1117 St. Leo
7:30 DH
Tues. 1131 * ROLLINS
8:00 DH
Fri. 213*. FLORIDA SOUTHERN
7:30 DH
Tues. 217
F.I.T.
8:00
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Mo~ 2n3 · ~mpa
~30 DH
Wed. 2/15 Biscayne
8:00
Sat. 2/18 Eckerd
8:00 DH

'Lev.-s
.
.

~

;

.

from a spectator's point of
view. It will be nice to be just
a student again. See you in
the bleachers.

Fri. 12/9
Armstrong
7:30
·s at. 12/17 Paine
7:30
Mon. 12/19 Harvard
5:15 DH
·sat. 1114 Fla International 7:30
Tues. 1117 St. Leo
5:15 DH
5:15 DH
Tues. 1/31 * ROLLINS
. Fri. 2/3* FLORIDA SOUTHERN
5:15 DH
'Thur. 2/9
Stetson
7:30
Mon. 2/13 Tampa
5:15 DH ·
Thurs.2/16 Valdosta State
7:30
Sat. 2/18 Eckerd ·
5:15 DH

*NOTE: For the Rollins and Florida Southern gaip.es you will need to pick up your F_!tEE ticket the week of the game
at the Ticket Agency, now located 1n the new Athletic Complex, Bldg. #39. There is a limited student seating of
1400-so it will be first come-first serve basis. Students are allowed ONE FREE ticket per validated.I.D. All other
games are free by showing your validated student I.D. at the door.

..

.......-..

$14.99

The "14th Annual Citrus Bowl/Red Lobster Classic Men's Basketball Tournament" will be held-December 29 and
30 at the Orange County CividConvention Center.
Schedule: ·

*Thursday-December 29
7:00 ·~ stetson vs. UCF"
9:00 U. of Carolina vs. U. of Cincinnati
*Friday-December 30
,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,_ _- . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.,· 7:00 Consolation Game
1
~:00 Championship Game

~-

·

~.. -.;~

JEAN'S

lOO%

cotton

. $19.99

.W/Hood

·--------·
LADIES ·

ME·NS .
SHIRTs4e TOPS

&

1·¢

Buy one
get one for

JlQfB~. ,

denim
king

'

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE.E.ASY
YOU'LL LOVE US

· sh-etch $24.99,

Lo• s1eeve
Long Seeve
.

.

r

Sale
$ 8.99
.$13.99
$18.99

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
UCF campus. We have
spaciou.s parking, fast drive 'in
tellers and two·CITIZENS 24 HR
automated Jellers in Oviedo
and at UCF in the ATM building.
J'.'ll_to make banking easy for
. you~
.·

"

·Everything you will ever 'n eed
from a Full Service Bank is -··-yours ot ...

•

Union Park Store Only

Former UCF Athletic director Jack O'Leary died of a
heart attack on Dec. 2.
O'Leary- was 54 years old.
O'Leary was the · athletic
director at UCF from August
197 6 to June 1981. He, ·along
with President Trevor Colbourn, established the football program at UCF in the
fall of 1979. "The University
has .lost a loyal colleague and
I feel I've lost a good friend,"
_Colbourn said.
O'Leary's background in
athletics were both as an administrator and coach. His
collegiate coaching stints
were at the University of
-Aiabama,- Tu:bme and- Colorado College.
"I knew Jack when he was a
footbaJl coach," said UCF
Athletic director Bill Peterson. ''I always had a great
respect for him. There is no
question that he laid the foundation t~t our football program is on, while upgrading
our entire depar ment. He
will be sorely mis ed."
O'Leary rec ived his
bachelor's and masters'
degrees from Co orado Col·
leg~ ·
and 1965. He
earned his Ph.D in Education
from the University of
Alabama in 1970.
O'Leary, born in Port·
smouth, N.H., is survived by
his wife Ann, and children
Michael, To_!.IDily and Jackie.

.

:;;

Wrestling--

Next To Winn-Dixie
275-1301
ltOJ,.!JlfRIENDL Y

The Future regrets the misprint in
tbe 11 /2 Issue. It should have read
Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans priced at
$19~99(100% cotton).

infor~tion call the Agen-

Former A~D.
O'Leary dies

$19•99

Short Sleeve

Buy one
get one for

Tickets are $7. a night and are now available at the University Ticket Agency. For more
cy at 275·2139.

156 G.ENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 • OVIEDO,.FLOAIDA 32765
'@
":::.=:'1

; MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365.::6611

- - - - - - f r o m page 17.
Penn Brooke State, and Nor·
folk State in the North
Carolina Wolf Pack Duel,
Saturday, Dec. 10.
Cucci said he would like to
come out of the Duel 3-1 and
added, "I'd love to beat N.C.
State. That would be fan·
tastic."

I
.
'

I

•
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Sports commentary

• Raz: kill
by Raz Savage
Future spcrts
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all sports except.volleyball
He went out, brought in a wrestling. They win the
name football coach and still NCAA wrestling championfinished with a losing rec.ord ship just about every year,
against schools far below which makes for· good braggNotre Dame caliber. As the ing rights. Because if they
percentage of Division I op- didn't win one year, who
ponents increases every year, would really care?
I recommend volleyball.
the Knights can never truly
It's
a pretty competitive
expect to be winners. UCF
should drop football NOW, game and kind of fun to
while there's still time to save watch. It's not too boring and
doesn't offend anyone like
face.
Basketball should ·also go, soccer does. Basically it's
but not for the same reason. rather harmless. We should
Have you ever dreamed of joining the Walt
Under . Torchy Clark, UCF ~ve it the biggest budget of
Disney World cast? The holidays can make that
had a fine winning basketball any school in the nation. We
dream come true.
tradition. And that is how the should recruit the best
· Right now we have seasonal positions open in
school should be remembered. players from acr.oss the counthe food, . custodial, merchandise, and operaUnder new coach Chuck try and really put everything
tions areas.
Machock, the Knights have we have into creating a virTo apply, come to the Walt Disney World
only succeeded in embarrass- tual volleyball dynasty. UCF
Employment Center, Monday through Saturday
ing both themselves and the may ev~n become the Iowa
9 a.m. to 4 p .m. Take 1-4 to the Lake Buena Vista
-exit, go north eight miles on 535, then follow the
State of volleyball.
university.
signs.
. Instead of spreading its
we
may
not.
Then
again,
tiny budget over six or eight
sports, UCF should concen- But since it's only volleyball
who'll even notice, much less
trate on one.
care?
We've already eliipinated
Are you listening, Bill?
An equal opportunity employer. ·
football and basketball. Let's
'
©WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
add baseball to the l i s t - - - - - - - -.....
because the games are played GRANDMOTHER ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5'
outdoors during the day when HANDED DOWN
it's too hot to expect people to
A LOT MORE
sit and watch. Also add soc- THAN HER CHINA
cer, simply because soccer is a
·
terrible sport as I so eloquently explained. (Aug. 26, PREVENTv:'::. ABUSE.

The UCF athletic department can learn a lesson by
watching Kentucky Fried
Chicken commercials. The
Colonel .
does
one
.. ~hing-chicken-and he does
it well.
Other schools hav~ adopted
the Kentucky Fried adage
and have done well. Just look
at the University of Miami,
our counterparts to the south,
for example. They were
smart. They knew that
players of the caliber of a Rick
Barry come along only once in
a lifetime, and after the future
ABA and NBA superstar
• graduated, the school wisely
dropped basketball.
The move has paid off. By
concentrating on football,
Miami now has itself a top-ofthe-lin,e program; the Hurricanes are ranked fourth in
· the nation and headed for an
Orange Bowl showdown with
No. 1 Nebraska.
Miami is not alone in its·
thinking. You don't see
e schools like Marquette and
DePaul getting their skulls
crushed on a football field, do
you? No; both stick to basketball where they are perennial Future.)
•
.
.· ~
National Co mmittee tar
Fmal Four participants.
UCF should pick a mmor • • Prevention of Child Abuse .
Athletic director Bill Peter- sport that nobody cares about
Bo x 2866 . Chicago . 111. 60690
•
·
,
,
•
•
A Publ ic Servi ce o f This Newspaper r.tr'
SOn and his staff should be lll which to excel, JUSt like
& Th e Ad vert1 si ng Counc1 I ~~
paying attention. ·
~ Iowa State has
done with _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

,

..

. .*

•• ••

f

Walt IV)isney World.

EVEN STRAIGHT 1'5 CAN'T

HELP IF YOU FWNK TUITION.

Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is finding t;he money to pay for it.
But Ariny ROTC can help-two
ways!
.
First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $1,000 each school year it's
in effect.
But even if you're not a
scholarship recipie11t,
R
can still help
with financial assistance-up to $1, 000
a-year for your
last two years in
the program .
. For more
information,
contact your
Professor of
Military Science.

arc

•

..

EARN EXTRA
JINGLE FOR
THE HOLIDAYS

.

,

•

Let Sea World make this a special holiday
season for you. Right now we are.building
a team of energetic and enthusiastic
temporary seasonal employees who "Yill
dssist us in spreading Sea World's special
holiday cheer. We hav-e numerous
openings in various departments .
· throughout the theme park and at
Florida Festival.

nf'\\

Become a part of the holiday spirit at·Sea
World. For further details, see your
Occupati.o nal Specialist or stop by our
Employment Center between 9:00 am
and 4:00 pm, Monday through Fri_
d ay.
An Equal·Opp6rtunity Employer M/F

SeaW)rld{li).

•

ARMYROTC. BEALLYOU CAMBI.

Contact Major George Alexander
or Captain Howard Swanson
University of Central Florida

Army-ROTC 275-2430

•
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The Most Sop sticate Traimng Groun
. For Nuclear Engineering
It's on a Navy ship;Isn't On The Ground.get them fast. :Because

~. . . . . . . .~!•

IUNNERS
ll(EllSE PLA'RS
;)7;,qs:/ 2 for ~~J.~

..
I

·r:··Mv'

.

..

.
I

\...-

:~

The Navy has
- ·
in the Navy, as your
more than 1,900
knowledge grows, so do
reactor-years of nuclear
your responsibilities.
power experienceThday's Nuclear
Nav.y is one of the most
more than anyone else
in America. The. Navy
challenging and rewardhas the most sophistiing· career choices a
cated nuclear equipman can make. And
ment in the world~ And
.
that choice can pay off
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear while you're still in school. Qualified
· reactors in America.
juniors and seniors earn approximately
With a nuclear program like that, you $1,000 per month while they finish school.
know the Navy also offers the most compreAs a nuclear-trained officer, after 4
hensive and sophisticated nuclear training. years with regular promotions and pay
Every office~~ the Nuclear Navy·
increases, you can· be earning as much as
completes a full year of graduate level
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits packtechnical training. Outside the Navy, this age that incl~des medical and dental care,
kind of program would cost you thousands. and 30 days' vacation earned each year.
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn.
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also
Then, as a nuclear-trailled officer, you earn a place among this nation's most
supervise highly trained personnel in the qualified and respected professionals. So,
if you're maJ· oring in
operation of the most ·
advanced nuclear
I NAVY OPPORTUNITY
w 209 I math, 'engineering or
propulsion plants
INFORMATION CE NTER
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 910_15
I the physical sciences,
ever developed. You
send in the coupon.
I D Please send me more information about
get a)evel of technical I becominganofficerintheNuclearNavy. (0N) I Find out more about
and management .
I Name First (Plesse P t in t) Las t
I the .m ost sophisti- .
experience unequalled
Address
Ap t.#
cated training ground
l city
state
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I . for nuclear engineeranywhere else.·
You get important I Age
t College/ University
I ing ..Thday's Nuclear
•GPA
I Navy.
responsibilities and you I :j:Year in College
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"I wanted to
besurethe
money goes
where it's
needed most.
That's why I
became a
Unite~Way

4Major/ Minor _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Volunteer.

"'lone

•

(AreaCode l
Best T ime t o Call
·•• •· · fhi s is !or general recruit men t information. You do not have to fur·
nis h any of the information req uested . or course. the more we
know. the more we can help to dete rmine the kinds of Nayy positions for which you qua lify.
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- Bill Thomas,
Attorney
Thanks t:o you.
it: works.
f"or all of" us.
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NovEMlJER
MEASURES ACTED .. UPON:
BILLS:
16-27

•

Concerning Requirements for Holding a Senat.e .S eat
Introducer: Ch. Susan Arline
.
VOte: failed Nov. 29; (6) yes (17) no (2) Abst.entions
Amends the Legislative Statut.es to include· requirements for holding a Student Sentat.e Seat.

RESOLUTIONS:
16-19

Amending the Rules & Procedures-Senat.e Absences
Introducer: LJR Committee
Vot.e: passed Nov. 29; unanimous consent
Amends the Rules & Procedures to allow senators to submit documents in writing for blanket excuses
to expunge absences.

THE

FOLLOWING . ARE

EXTENDED

.

•

LIBRARY
HOURS DURING
.

EXAM WEEK PROVIDED . BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT FOR
YOUR
· Fri., Dec. 9
Sat., Dec. 10
· Sun., Dec. 11

CONVENIENCE.

6pm -llpm

·Mon., Dec. 12

8-lOam & 5-llpm

Tue., Dec. 13

8am-2pm & llpm-lam

Wed., Dec. 14

llpm ·lam
llpm - lam
llpm ·lam

H you have any questi~ns, comments, or suggestions concerning any legislation before the Senat.e or any
issue you wish to be addressed pl~ call your senator at x-3913 or x-2191.
·
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